TEXAS BOARD OF NURSING
Eligibility and Disciplinary Committee Meeting
AGENDA
June 14, 2016

I. CALL TO ORDER-8:30 A.M.

II. REVIEW OF THE AGENDA

III. REVIEW OF THE MINUTES: May 10, 2016, Committee Meeting; May 2, 2016, Emergency Meeting; May 17, 2016, Emergency Meeting; May 31, 2016, Emergency Meeting

IV. STAFF RECOMMENDATIONS

V. THE ELIGIBILITY AND DISCIPLINARY COMMITTEE OF THE BOARD WILL MEET TO CONSIDER AND TAKE ACTION ON THE FOLLOWING:

A. PETITIONERS FOR ELIGIBILITY:
   - Griffin, Brandon Dominique   RN Endorsement Petitioner
   - Hartfield, Nathaniel Carvis   LVN Endorsement Petitioner
   - Johnson, Stephanie Lashelle   LVN Exam Petitioner

B. PETITIONERS FOR AN EXCEPTION TO A PREVIOUS BOARD ORDER:
   - Chanel, Chari     LVN #207640
   - Dean, Jennifer Lorraine   RN #891297
   - Meeks, Roxaine Patrice   LVN #306690
   - Myers, Cynthia Sue    RN #633850/ LVN #152075
   - Nash, Wanda Jean    LVN #144008

C. MOTIONS FOR REHEARING:
   - Fischbach, Lee Ann    RN #706577
   - Meadows, Molly Dawn   LVN #229475
   - Torson, Lindi Gail    LVN #192118

D. DEFAULT ALJ PROPOSALS FOR DECISION:
D. DEFAULT ALJ PROPOSALS FOR DECISION (cont'd):

1a. Executive Session pursuant to 551.071(1), Texas Government Code, to discuss pending or contemplated litigation: In the Matter of Permanent Certificate Number 789504, Issued to MARTINA DORFLEIN BARTA, SOAH Docket No. 507-16-1230

2. Consideration of Order of Dismissal and Remand, Recommendations, and Committee action: In the Matter of Permanent Certificate Number 191558, Issued to AMY SUE BYNAUM, SOAH Docket No. 507-16-0945
   2a. Executive Session pursuant to 551.071(1), Texas Government Code, to discuss pending or contemplated litigation: In the Matter of Permanent Certificate Number 191558, Issued to AMY SUE BYNAUM, SOAH Docket No. 507-16-0945

   3a. Executive Session pursuant to 551.071(1), Texas Government Code, to discuss pending or contemplated litigation: In the Matter of Permanent Certificate Number 634126, Issued to PAULA JEAN HAYS, SOAH Docket No. 507-16-1986

   4a. Executive Session pursuant to 551.071(1), Texas Government Code, to discuss pending or contemplated litigation: In the Matter of Permanent Certificate Number 607505, Issued to CYNTHIA BAYLESS KOSIK, SOAH Docket No. 507-16-2255

5. Consideration of Order of Dismissal and Remand, Recommendations, and Committee action: In the Matter of Permanent Certificate Number 201876, Issued to SABRINA KAY LEBOW, SOAH Docket No. 507-16-0934
   5a. Executive Session pursuant to 551.071(1), Texas Government Code, to discuss pending or contemplated litigation: In the Matter of Permanent Certificate Number 201876, Issued to SABRINA KAY LEBOW, SOAH Docket No. 507-16-0934

6. Consideration of Order of Dismissal and Remand, Recommendations, and Committee action: In the Matter of Permanent Certificate Number 732337, Issued to GINGER NAOMI MANGUS, SOAH Docket No. 507-16-0951
D. DEFAULT ALJ PROPOSALS FOR DECISION (cont’d):

6a. Executive Session pursuant to 551.071(1), Texas Government Code, to discuss pending or contemplated litigation: In the Matter of Permanent Certificate Number 732337, Issued to GINGER NAOMI MANGUS, SOAH Docket No. 507-16-0951

7. Consideration of Order of Dismissal and Remand, Recommendations, and Committee action: In the Matter of Permanent Certificate Number 124114, Issued to CHERYL LYNN MCWHORTER, SOAH Docket No. 507-16-0272

7a. Executive Session pursuant to 551.071(1), Texas Government Code, to discuss pending or contemplated litigation: In the Matter of Permanent Certificate Number 124114, Issued to CHERYL LYNN MCWHORTER, SOAH Docket No. 507-16-0272

8. Consideration of Order of Dismissal and Remand, Recommendations, and Committee action: In the Matter of Permanent Certificate Number 98587, Issued to VICTORIA R. MOUSLEY, SOAH Docket No. 507-16-1936, including consideration of proposed settlement agreement and/or docketing of matter for hearing

8a. Executive Session pursuant to 551.071(1), Texas Government Code, to discuss pending or contemplated litigation: In the Matter of Permanent Certificate Number 98587, Issued to VICTORIA R. MOUSLEY, SOAH Docket No. 507-16-1936 including consideration of proposed settlement agreement and/or docketing of matter for hearing


9a. Executive Session pursuant to 551.071(1), Texas Government Code, to discuss pending or contemplated litigation: In the Matter of Permanent Certificate Number 668912, Issued to SHERRI A. PEPPER-REED, SOAH Docket No. 507-16-1701


10a. Executive Session pursuant to 551.071(1), Texas Government Code, to discuss pending or contemplated litigation: In the Matter of Permanent Certificate Number 806660, Issued to CHRISTIANE PERKINS, SOAH Docket No. 507-16-2253
D.  **DEFAULT ALJ PROPOSALS FOR DECISION (cont’d):**


11a. Executive Session pursuant to 551.071(1), Texas Government Code, to discuss pending or contemplated litigation: In the Matter of Permanent Certificate Number 141819, Issued to ELVIRA GLORIA PRESTRIDGE, SOAH Docket No. 507-16-1229

E.  **AGREED ORDERS:**

   Alabi, Oyinlola Ajibola    LVN #311349
   Amogu, Henry Kalu    LVN #311389
   Bordelon, Jeannine M.    RN #687730
   Brewster, Brandin Alan    LVN #306565
   Brown, Michelle Renee    LVN #197761
   Clifton, Alanna Yvette    LVN #166695
   Cobb, Laurie Ann    LVN #164681
   Dale, Donald Lee    LVN #313834
   Davis, Mary Catherine    RN #554203
   Delmundo, Roberto Morales    RN #753261
   Elsner, Annabel    RN #562452
   Ezell, Gloria Ann    LVN #219997
   Flores, Alexa Dreneee    LVN #304210
   Friend, Catherine McAuliffe    RN #526104/ LVN #78804
   Garcia, Bianca Lizette    LVN #199927
   Garcia, Diego Alejandro    RN #827371/ LVN #228651
   Gleason, Jerry    RN #653219
   Glover, Linley Jennette    LVN #212820
   Goodwin, Taylor    RN #810007
   Gordon, Paul Patrick    RN #535309
   Gray, Taneisha Jones    LVN #307379
   Green, Bethany Anne    RN #830148
   Guidry, Rachel Michelle    RN #845269/ LVN #226657
   Gutierrez, Juan Ramon    LVN #138521
   Hadley, Pamela L.    RN #652887
   Hartman, Kathryn Ann    RN #567842/ LVN #69628
   Hernandez, Sandra    RN #701999
   Horton, Matthew Gene    LVN #223910
   Howard (Nixon), Tanisha Darlene    LVN #187350
   Ishola, Omobolanle Nancy    LVN #207770
   Johnson, Ami Mozelle    LVN #230304
   Jones, Tracey Lynn    RN #753207
   Kaler, Tejinder Pal    RN #668226

6/3/2016 3:11 PM
E. AGREED ORDERS (cont’d):

Kekii, Esther Barinaadaa APRN #AP120339/ Presc. Auth #11299
RN #807741
Kimbrell, Amanda Jeanene LVN #177831
Kouri, Anne Veronica RN #665731
Little, Wendy Lea RN #715932/ LVN #192201
McDaniel, Deborah Lorraine LVN #156751
McElroy, Kent Lee LVN #311345
Machen, Louisa Sonora RN #737067
Marshall, Frederick Deshun LVN #182225
Medina, Tania L. RN #762651
Mochama, Edith Nyasuguta LVN #302954
Montez, Berta LVN #132317
Musick, Sherry Ellen LVN #218928
Nolen, Myriam Paule LVN #129728
Nyakundi, Moses Onchonga LVN #216902
Ocon, Philip Balatayo RN #754208/ LVN #157879
Oguejiofor, Godson RN #816377/ LVN #220660
Okeke, Gillian Chikaodi RN #838768/ LVN #310226
Okonkwo, Francisca Chinwe RN #573084
Orozco, Miriam Nohemi RN #228555
Owens, Jessica Lynn LVN #300277
Parker, Alicia C. RN #728666
Peveler, Lori Renee LVN #193971
Piggott, Mara Stephanie RN #745517
Pokluda, Kerri Michelle LVN #154075
Pollet, Jessica Amy RN #750338
Posey, Amanda Rae LVN #318901
Ramos, David Roy LVN #145496
Ransom, Rhonda Jeanine RN #563598/ LVN #124133
Redington, Kimberlee Lynn RN #837209
Reifel (Baugus, Krauss), Chanda Eastridge RN #652353
Riley, Stephanie Marie LVN #208771
Rivera, Audrey Ann LVN #320097
Roberts, Bobbie Louise LVN #37160
Roberts, Marie Louise LVN #82448
Rodriguez, Jeanne M. RN #509271
Rogers, Leslie Jeanne LVN #195029
Ross, Amanda S. RN #789020
Russell, Janice RN #650810
Salazar, Mariselda RN #666321/ LVN #120661
Sandoval, Oralia LVN #318462
Satterwhite, Luke Mitchell LVN #226506
Sheldon, Betheny Diane LVN #231439
E. AGREED ORDERS (cont’d):
Shepherd, LaKeisha Danielle       LVN #311810
Silva, Priscilla Lee            LVN #322464
Smith, Allison                  RN #806624
Smith, Elise Renne              LVN #144345
Terrell, Monica Denise          LVN #218183
Tipton, Eileen Lynn             RN #449363
Valenzuela, Angela Yvonne       LVN #320489
Vasquez, Leticia                LVN #173928
Voulgaris, Maureen K.            APRN #AP102522/ Presc. Auth. #249/
                                 RN # 255989/ LVN #89407
Walker, Evelyn Marie            RN #693690/ LVN #108957
Willhite, Debbie Lynn           LVN #126632
Williams, Amy Luella            LVN #190313
Wilson, Peggy Mack              LVN #175862
Wright, Latoya Rnee             LVN #309776
Wyatt, Tanya Michelle           RN #702920/ LVN #140333
Xu, Zhimei                     RN #602416/ LVN #142036
Young, Sherry Bell              LVN #213333
Zambrano, Lisa Kay              APRN #AP112488/ Presc. Auth. #5062/
                                 RN #590294
Zucca, Amanda Kay               RN #837920

E. REINSTATEMENT AGREED ORDERS:
Alsip, Lejuana Jo                LVN #303602
Brown, Kelvin Gale               RN #581649
Cantu, Jaime                    RN #729127
Rackler, Brandie Lee             RN #585164
Scorsolini, Christopher Robert   RN #825991
Whitaker, Joseph Carter          RN #242389
Willis, Janice Lorraine          APRN #AP118546/ Presc. Auth. #9871/
                                 RN #520246

F. ELIGIBILITY AGREED ORDERS:
Barcheers, Clifford Gene         LVN Exam Petitioner
Bogard, Kirk Wayne               RN Exam Petitioner
Burke (Kuhlenbeck), Magan Leese  LVN Exam Petitioner
Linzey, Victor Marc              LVN Exam Petitioner
McEachin (Adams-Eurich), Crystal Renee RN Exam Petitioner
Marin, Jesus                     LVN Exam Petitioner
Napoles, Pedro Armando           RN Exam Petitioner
Onsongo, Makarius Oyombe         LVN Exam Petitioner
Rivera, Denice Marie             RN Exam Petitioner
Rodriguez, Ruby Anne             LVN Exam Petitioner
F. **ELIGIBILITY AGREED ORDERS (cont’d):**

Salinas, Walter Carlos   RN Exam Petitioner
Samuel, Jennifer Faith   RN Endorsement Petitioner

G. **DEFAULT REVOCATION ORDERS:**

Aguilar, Rebecca    RN #787849
Alphonse, Madai   RN #875916
Austin, Terraceda Jonese   LVN #156370
Barton, Jennifer   RN #770079/ LVN #195602
Bauer, Laurie Ann   RN #806300
Bernhardt, Holly Jean   LVN #186384
Blain, Dona Kay   LVN #108087
Carter, Dnay Nicole   LVN #222185
Chaney, Jessica Ann   RN #756481
Crawford, Deborah Rane   LVN #138353
Datz, Rebekah   LVN #138266
Escamilla, Diane Condon   LVN #101203
Faroq, Angela Carrace   LVN #203332
Harrington, Kristina Renee   LVN #224050
Hehr, Jason Kenneth   RN #735237
Hollingsworth, Linda June   RN #524812
Hurling, Cornelia Victoria   LVN #150731
Jackson, Tona Sue   LVN #90358
Jaime, Tonya Marie   RN #871641
Lalonde, Ronald Marvin   RN #749069
Little, Jane E.   RN #233851
Lowrey, Joshua Eric   RN #802966
Lunt, Rhonda Lynn   LVN #74177
Lyons, Timothy William   RN #807604
Mackey, Amber Shae   RN #798243
Marshall, Stewart   LVN #301847
McKnight, Dynasty Eneida   RN #834737
Monroe, Brenda Leigh   LVN #156588
Munthali, Grace John   RN #703354
Ochoa-Hernandez, Lauren Michelle   LVN #310004
Oneill, Jennifer Rae   RN #739082
Parker, Kelly Marlo   RN #675917
Pruiet, Misty Leeanne   RN #692963
Robertson, Lori Ann   RN #681024
Sachetta, Angela   LVN #107346
Seaton, Rachel Jean   RN #722694
Shawn, Jr., Larry Truman   RN #596862
Smith, Cody Lee   RN #764256
Vanes, Julia Lindsay   RN #819409
G. **DEFAULT REVOCATION ORDERS (cont’d):**
Villarreal, Linda Sherrie          RN #736538
Voorhes, Cynthia Loree           RN #668174
Walker, Beth Ann               LVN #168054

H. **AGREED ORDER – KSTAR PILOT PROGRAM:**
Chiesa-Lenard, Carmen Iris      LVN #223713